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ABSTRACT

Maple is a symbolic computation system under development at the University of Waterloo. A primary goal of the system is to be compact without sacrificing the functionality required for serious symbolic computation. The system has a modular design such that most of the mathematical functions exist as external library functions to be loaded only when they are invoked. The compiled kernel of the system is about 100K bytes in size. The library functions are interpreted. Efficiency is achieved through techniques including the identification of critical functions that are put into the compiled kernel, extensive use of hashing techniques, and careful design of the mathematical algorithms. Timing comparisons with other symbolic computation systems show that time efficiency is achieved as well as space efficiency.

1. Introduction

Maple is a language and system for symbolic mathematical computation which has been under development at the University of Waterloo since December, 1980. The Maple system can be used interactively as a mathematical calculator, and computational procedures can be written using the high-level Maple programming language.

The primary motivation for the design of Maple can be described as user accessibility. This concept has several aspects. The state of the art in 1980 was such that in order to have access to a powerful system such as Macsyma it was necessary to have a large, relatively costly mainframe computer and then to dedicate it to a small number of simultaneous users. In the university setting, it was not feasible to offer symbolic computation to large classes for student computing. In a broader context, a large community of potential users of symbolic mathematical computation remained non-users. The development of the Mumath[1] and Picomath[2] systems showed that a significant
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symbolic computation capability could be provided on low-cost, small-address-space microcomputers. It seemed clear that it should be possible to design a symbolic system with a full range of capabilities for symbolic mathematical computation which was neither restricted by the small address space of the early microcomputers nor "inaccessible to the masses" because of unreasonable demands on computing resources. In particular, it seemed possible to design a modular system whose demands on memory would grow gracefully with the needs of the application program.

Portability was another of our earliest concerns, partly because we found ourselves users of a computing environment in transition, and partly because it was clear that a wide variety of computer systems would be coming onto the market in the decade of the 1980's.

Thus the primary design goals of the Maple system were: *compactness, modularity, a powerful set of facilities* for symbolic mathematical computation, *portability*, and a *good user interface*.

2. Design Philosophy

2.1. Space versus time

One of the fundamental conflicts facing systems designers is the tradeoff between space and time. In many circumstances, it is possible to improve speed by allowing space consumption to expand, and conversely it is often possible to conserve space consumption at the expense of speed. In the case of designing a symbolic computation system, the potential amount of system code is extremely large because such a system is inherently faced with the task of "mechanizing all of mathematics". An early design decision for the Maple system was that the system would have a relatively small kernel (say, on the order of a hundred kilobytes as opposed to a few megabytes). The vast bulk of system code for the various mathematical operations, such as gcd computation, factoring, integration, etc., exists as library codes to be loaded if and when they are needed. Furthermore, given the current state of the art of symbolic computation, we believe it is very important that the programs for these high-level mathematical operations should be readily accessible to, and modifiable by, the non-expert users of the system. Therefore, the library programs for the Maple system are coded in the high-level Maple programming language.

Since another design goal is to be portable across many different operating systems, the only practical implementation of the above model is that the library programs do not exist as compiled code but rather they are interpreted at run-time. Thus a fundamental design criterion for the Maple system is that *space is more crucial than time*. In order to keep the compiled kernel small, we are willing to sacrifice some speed of execution. This can be viewed as a means to satisfy one of MacLennan's[3] design criteria, namely the principle of *localized cost*: users should only pay for what they use.

Given this model, there are several methods by which the time cost of the Maple system is kept to a minimum. One factor is the use of a *simple, efficient interpreter*. As one indication of the relative efficiency of Maple's interpreter, an experiment was performed using the "tak" function[4] and it showed Maple's interpreter to be about four times faster than Macsyma's interpreter on that particular benchmark. Consequently, the tradeoff between interpreted library code and compiled kernel code is not
as great in Maple as in other systems.

Another factor in minimizing time cost is the identification of critical functions which are placed into the compiled kernel. This has been a dynamic process in the development of the Maple system. Some of the functions that were once in the external library but which have been identified to be critical and were moved to the kernel are: \textit{indets} (to extract the indeterminates from an expression), \textit{seq} (to construct a sequence), \textit{subsop} (to substitute for a particular operand, or subexpression), \textit{max}, \textit{min}, \textit{mod}, and \textit{divide} (for polynomial division). On the other hand, some functions that were once in the kernel have been (or are being) moved to become external library functions (for example, \textit{solve}, \textit{sum}, and \textit{int}) and for some internal functions an external library interface was developed to handle some of the higher-level cases (\textit{diff}, \textit{expand}, and \textit{taylor} are examples of functions that have an external library interface).

Yet another very crucial factor in achieving minimal time cost is the use of efficient algorithms. This is perhaps a “motherhood” issue. However, particularly in symbolic computation, we have seen that some innocent-looking methods take exponential space and/or time while it is often possible to find better approaches. It has been our experience that most mathematical functions can be executed in the interpreted user language, instead of being included in the compiled kernel, without significantly affecting execution speed. Whereas the speed improvement that can be achieved by placing such a function into the compiled kernel is usually not more than 20-40\%, we have in many instances achieved an order of magnitude improvement in speed by improving the algorithm. We note that the effort required to improve an algorithm once it is coded in the internal system implementation language is far greater than the effort required to modify an algorithm coded in the high-level language. Indeed, many of the contributors to the Maple system have never written code in the system implementation language, and would have been unlikely to make their contributions if coding in the low-level language was necessary. (We believe that this is a property of all system developments, not a special property of the Maple system and its particular system implementation language).

The conflict between space and time is, of course, not only a matter relating to the size of the compiled kernel. The run-time consumption of data space and processor time is of equal importance. When an algorithm is being designed for a particular function, there are usually variations of the algorithm which trade off space consumption versus time consumption. We find it useful to consider a measure,

$$cost = (space)^2 (time),$$

that arose originally in theoretical studies of time-space trade-offs in sorting [5]. It corresponds with our belief (which has also been expressed by others, such as Hearn [6]) that space is “scarcer” than time in typical algebraic manipulation.
2.2. Compact size as a design goal

The kernel of the Maple system (i.e., the only part of Maple that is written in the system implementation language and compiled) occupies a little more than 100K bytes on a VAX computer. The kernel system includes only the most basic facilities: the Maple programming language interpreter, numerical, polynomial, and series arithmetic, basic simplification, facilities for handling tables and arrays, print routines, and some fundamental functions such as \texttt{coeff}, \texttt{degree}, \texttt{subs} (substitute), \texttt{map}, \texttt{igcd} (integer gcd computation), \texttt{lcoeff} (leading coefficient of an expression), \texttt{op} (to extract operands from an expression), \texttt{divide}, \texttt{mod}, and a few others. Some of the fundamental functions have a small core coded in the kernel and an interface to the Maple library for extensions. The interface is general enough so that additional power, such as the ability to deal with new mathematical functions of interest to a particular user, can be obtained by user-defined Maple code. Some examples of functions which have such an internal core and an external user interface are \texttt{diff}, \texttt{expand}, \texttt{taylor}, \texttt{type}, and \texttt{evalf} (for evaluation to a floating-point number). Other functions supplied with the system are coded entirely in the user-level Maple programming language and exist in the Maple library, including \texttt{gcd}, \texttt{factor}, \texttt{normal} (for normalization of rational expressions), \texttt{limit}, \texttt{int}, \texttt{resultant}, \texttt{det}, and \texttt{solve}.

The compactness of a system is affected by many different design decisions. The following points outline some of the design decisions which have contributed to the compactness of the Maple system.

1. \textit{The use of appropriate data structures.} We have designed into Maple a set of data structures appropriate to the mathematical objects being manipulated, with a direct mapping between these abstract structures and the machine-level "dynamic vectors".

2. \textit{The use of a viable file system.} By having an efficient interpreter and by placing much of the code for system functions into the user-level library, Maple has the property that "you only pay for what you use". Writing functions in the user-level Maple language has the additional advantages of readability, maintainability, and portability.

3. \textit{Avoiding a large run-time support system.} We view Maple as just one of many software tools that a user may employ to solve problems, regardless of which system it may be used on. We see no need to provide all of these tools within Maple itself, not only because they consume space and greatly increase the problems of porting without providing any greater algebraic computation power, but also because many computing environments will allow their native software tools to be easily connected to Maple (say, as communicating processes).

4. \textit{A policy of treating main memory as a scarce resource.} We believe that this point of view is important if we are to achieve the goal of providing a symbolic computation system to "the masses". Because we have adopted such a point of view, we are constantly concerned about which functions belong in the Maple kernel and which functions can be supplied as user-level code in the Maple library.

5. \textit{The choice of the BCPL family of system implementation languages.} Implementing Maple in system implementation languages from the BCPL family has helped us to achieve the compactness goals outlined in the above points. The support of
“dynamic vectors” in the implementation language allows the creation of compact
data structures for the higher-level objects. Furthermore, an implementation
language in the BCPL family typically has a run-time library that is small, selec-
tively included, and yet provides the desired functionality.

2.3. Data structures

Maple has about 40 different internal data structures designed into it. Approxi-
mately one-quarter of these data structures correspond to programming language
statements: assignment, if, for, read, etc. The remaining data structures correspond to
the types of expressions including those formed using standard arithmetic and logical
operators, numbers (integer, rational, and floating-point), lists, sets, tables, (unevaluat-
ed) functions, procedure definitions, equations, ranges, and series. All of these struc-
tures are represented internally as dynamic vectors.

This approach using dynamic vectors at the machine level and a rich set of data
structures at the abstract level has significant advantages in improved compactness
and efficiency of the resulting system code. First, in Maple there is only one level of
abstraction above the system-level objects. We believe that the direct mapping
between the abstract objects and the system-level objects simplifies our code and
makes it more efficient than a scheme involving a less direct mapping. Secondly, we
believe that the design of data structures should be related, if possible, to the language
that describes the data objects. In our case we have a simple context-free language,
and it is natural to relate the data structures to the productions in the grammar. This
immediately suggests the need for many data structures since there are many produc-
tions in the language. Thirdly, dynamic vectors allow us, in many cases, to have direct
access to each of the components of the structure at about the same cost. This is more
desirable than the sequential access required when all objects are represented as lists.
Fourthly, dynamic vectors are more compact than structures linked by pointers. In
summary, an important part of the compactness and efficiency of Maple is due to the
use of appropriate data structures.

2.4. Computational power through libraries of functions

Another goal of the Maple system is to provide a powerful set of facilities for sym-
bolic mathematical computation. In other words, we are not willing to achieve com-
 pactness by sacrificing the functionality of the system. Thus while the number of func-
tions provided in the kernel system is kept to a minimum, many more functions for
symbolic mathematics are provided in the system library, to be loaded as required.
The functions in the system library are written in the high-level Maple programming
language and are therefore readily accessible to all users of the Maple system. A load
module for each library procedure is stored in “Maple internal format” which is a
quick-loading expression-tree representation of the procedure definition. When a li-
brary function is invoked, its load module is read into the Maple environment (if not al-
ready loaded) and the expression tree is interpreted by the Maple interpreter.
3. The Use of Hashing in Maple

Maple's overall performance is in part achieved by the use of table based algorithms for critical functions. Tables are used within the Maple kernel in both evaluation and simplification, as well as less crucial functions. For simplification, Maple keeps a single copy of each expression or subexpression within an entire session. This is achieved by keeping all objects in a table. In user-level procedures, the remember option provides a hint to the interpreter that the values returned are likely to be needed again. These values are maintained in a table until a garbage collection is performed. Finally, tables are available at the user level as one of Maple's data types.

All of the table searching is done by hashing. The algorithm is an implementation of direct chaining in which the hash chains are dynamic vectors instead of linked lists. Each table element is stored as a pair of consecutive entries in the hash chain vector. The first entry of this pair is the hash key and the second is a pointer to the stored value. For efficiency, the hash chain vectors are grown a number of entries at a time and consequently some of the entries may not be filled.

3.1. Internal Use of Hash Tables

A computer algebra system spends most of its time evaluating and simplifying expressions. The Maple kernel manages two tables, the partial computation table and the simplification table, in an effort to make evaluation and simplification efficient. Other uses of hash tables in the kernel are the global symbol table and temporary tables used in performing input/output.

3.1.1. The Simplification Table

By far, the most important table maintained by the Maple kernel is the simplification table. All simplified expressions and subexpressions are stored in the simplification table. The main purpose of this table is to ensure that simplified expressions have a unique instance in memory. Every expression which is entered into maple or generated internally is checked against the simplification table, and if found, the new expression is discarded and the old one is used. This task is done by the simplifier which recursively simplifies (applies all the basic simplification rules) and checks against the table. Garbage collection deletes the entries in the simplification table which cannot be reached from a global name.

The task of checking for equivalent expressions within thousands of subexpressions would not be feasible if it was not done with the aid of hashing. Every expression is entered in the simplification table using its signature as a key. The signature of an expression is a hashing function itself, with one very important attribute: signatures of trivially equivalent expressions are equal [7]. For example, the signatures of the expressions a+b+c and c+a+b are identical; the signatures of a*b and b*a are also identical. If two expressions' signatures disagree then the expressions cannot be equal at the basic level of simplification.

Searching for an expression in the simplification table is done by:

- simplifying recursively all of its components;
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— applying the basic simplification rules;
— computing its signature and searching for this signature in the table.

If the signature is found then we perform a full comparison (taking into account that additions and multiplications are commutative, etc.) to verify that it is the same expression. If the expression is found, the one in the table is used and the searched one is discarded. We have to do a full comparison of expressions only when we have a "collision" of signatures. How often this occurs is machine dependent. On a VAX, which has a 32-bit word, the signatures have 22 to 24 useful bits. An experiment we conducted measuring the collision rate during "typical" Maple computation indicated that signatures of inequivalent expressions coincide about once every 1500 comparisons for signatures of this size. Thus, the time spent searching the simplification table is typically negligible.

Since simplified expressions are guaranteed to have a unique occurrence, it is possible to test for equality of simplified expressions using a single pointer comparison.

3.1.2. The Partial Computation Table

Some functions tend to be called many times with the same arguments. Maple takes advantage of this fact by maintaining a table of function results for these functions. This is called the partial computation table. In it, function calls are used as the keys and their results as the values. Searching the hash table is extremely efficient even for simple functions it is orders of magnitude faster than the actual evaluation of the function. Since both the function call and function result are already existing as simplified data structures, the only storage consumed by an entry in the partial computation table is a pair of pointers. The partial computation table is cleared by garbage collection.

The original motivation for the partial computation table (which is still valid) was the observation that certain operations reproduce subexpressions multiple times in their results. As an example of this, consider the operation

taylor( exp(y/(1-x) + a), x=0 )

where every term in the result contains the expression exp(y+a). Any further operation on this result (such as simplification, differentiation, etc.) will have to deal with this argument repeatedly.

There are four kernel functions that use the partial computation table: diff, taylor, expand, and evalf. (The evalf function is used for floating-point evaluation). External library functions and user-defined functions take advantage of the partial computation table by specifying the remember option in the procedure body. This is further discussed in a later section.

3.1.3. The Name Table

The simplest use of hashing in the Maple kernel is the name table. This is a symbol table for all global names. Each key is computed from the name's character string and the entry is a pointer to the data structure for the name. The name table is used to locate global names formed by the lexical scanner or by name concatenation. It is also used by functions that perform operations on all global names. These operations include: (i) marking for garbage collection, (ii) the saving of a Maple session environ-
ment in a file, and (iii) the Maple functions *anames* and *unames* which return all assigned global names and all unassigned global names, respectively.

### 3.1.4. Put Tables

It is possible to store Maple objects in a sequential file using a fast-loading internal format. The pointers in a collection of Maple objects form a general directed graph. The process of saving values in a file and later reading the values in from the file (usually in a different session) must preserve this graph, and in particular preserve shared subexpressions. A hash table is temporarily created for each *save* or *read* statement that uses internal format. These tables are known in Maple as put tables. The put tables are used to keep track of which subexpressions have already been output to (or input from) the file, and, in general, to perform the mapping from a directed graph into a linear (labelled) structure.

### 3.2. Option Remember

Functions written in the user-level Maple programming language, including the system-supplied external library functions, may use the partial computation table by specifying option remember in the options list of the procedure body. This is best viewed as a hint to the interpreter that the results of this function are likely to be used again. It may also be advantageous to use option remember in a function that is extremely expensive to compute, even if the result does not have a large probability of being re-used. It is important to note that remembered values disappear on garbage collection. For functions without side effects, this causes no problem because the act of remembering is an optimization; semantically it makes no difference whether the result is remembered or recomputed. For functions with side effects, this may cause erratic behaviour.

For many problems, remembering past results reduces the running time dramatically. For example, the Fibonacci numbers computed with

```maple
fib := proc(n)
    if n < 2 then n else fib(n-1) + fib(n-2) fi
end;
```

take exponential time to compute, while

```maple
fib := proc(n) option remember;
    if n < 2 then n else fib(n-1) + fib(n-2) fi
end;
```

takes only linear time. Although the effect is not as spectacular for most functions, it is not unusual for typical programs to be made roughly 30% faster by the judicious use of option remember. Of course this same factor could be obtained by recoding the crucial functions to use tables explicitly. The main advantage of option remember is that it achieves this performance factor without altering the function's code. The resulting code is very easy to read since the algorithmic intent is not obscured by code for saving intermediate results.

Sometimes the value of a function for some argument is known without actually computing it explicitly. An example would be an idempotent function such as *sqrfree*, which produces a square-free factorization of a polynomial. If the function uses option
remember then this additional information may be entered in the partial computation table directly, using the \textit{remember} function. An example would be:

\begin{verbatim}
p := \text{sqrfree}(q, x);
remember(sqrfree(p,x) = p);
\end{verbatim}

Here the result of \textit{sqrfree} is remembered for both \textit{p} and \textit{q}. The \textit{remember} function evaluates its argument specially so that the function call is not executed.

Many library functions that use option remember have a front end that substitutes the indeterminates of the arguments for generic names. This is an attempt to remember a general result. This is done by the integrator, for example. All integrations are done with respect to the special variable name \textit{@X}. Once \textit{int(x^20*exp(x),x)} has been computed, then the integral \textit{int(y^20*exp(y),y)} is obtained from the partial computation table.

\section*{3.3. Arrays and Tables in the Maple Language}

Arrays and tables are provided as data types in the Maple language. An array is a table for which the component indices must be integers lying within specified bounds. Arrays and tables are implemented using Maple's internal hash tables. Because of this, sparse arrays are equally as efficient as dense arrays. Contrary to the belief that arrays can be accessed quickly only by computing an element's address as an offset using the indices, our experience has shown that, in the Maple context, handling arrays as tables is at least as efficient while being more general.

A table object consists of (i) index bounds (for arrays only), (ii) a hash table of components, and (iii) an indexing function. The components of a table \textit{T} are accessed using a subscript syntax, e.g., \textit{T[a,b*cos(x)]}. Since a simplified expression is guaranteed to have a unique instance in memory, we use the address of the simplified index as the hash key for a component. If no component exists for a given index, then the indexed expression is returned.

The semantics of indexing into a table are described by its \textit{indexing function}. Using an indexing function, it is possible to do such things as efficiently store a symmetric matrix or count how often each element of a table is referenced. Because each table defines its own indexing method, generic programs can be written that do not need to know about special data representations. Aside from the default, general indexing, some indexing functions are provided by the Maple kernel. Other indexing functions are loaded from the library or are supplied by the user.

Two typical system-supplied indexing functions are \textit{symmetric} and \textit{sparse}. The indexing function \textit{symmetric} is used for tables in which the value of a component is independent of the order of the expressions in the index. This indexing function works by reordering the index expression sequence to produce a unique table reference. Thus, if the table \textit{T} uses \textit{symmetric}, the expression \textit{T[i,j] = T[j,i]} evaluates to zero regardless of whether or not \textit{i, j} or \textit{T[i,j]} are assigned values. The indexing function \textit{sparse} is used with tables for which a component is assumed to have the value 0 if it has not been assigned.
4. Hybrid Algorithms

It is well understood that many problems in algebraic computation do not have a single “best” algorithm. In fact, for some problems there may be many algorithms to choose from. Computing polynomial greatest common divisors is one such example. At least four major classes of gcd methods are in use in algebraic systems today. These are polynomial remainder sequence based algorithms[8,9], Hensel based algorithms[10,11], the sparse modular algorithm[12], and an integer-gcd based heuristic[13]. Comparison of their performance indicates that no one algorithm works best all the time. Some “win” on sparser problems, others on dense problems. Some work well on small problems and do poorly on problems of higher degree or numbers of variables. Others have such overhead that they should only be used on large problems where their asymptotic complexity begins to assert itself.

How then does a general purpose system organize the code to solve a problem where several algorithms should be considered? Consider applying a predetermined, fixed algorithm to all problems. Such a single algorithm must be robust. This rules out the application of algorithms that will succeed, or succeed quickly, only on certain classes of problems. The alternative to using a single algorithm is to automatically select from several: a “hybrid”, or polyalgorithm. A polyalgorithm could also possibly use one method to partially solve the problem (for example, eliminating some of the unknowns from a system of equations), and then switch over to another more general and expensive algorithm when appropriate. This is not always possible but when it is, it often makes a substantial overall improvement in efficiency.

Thus, a hybrid procedure can be viewed as automating not only the algebraic computation, but also automating the expertise in selecting and combining algorithms for a particular problem. If this is done well, it can relieve the user from the unwanted burden of learning details of algorithms in areas that are not of direct interest to him or her. In order to justify a hybrid approach in contrast with using a single algorithm, it must be shown that the decisions about which algorithm to use, and when to start using it, can be automated without introducing undue overhead. It must also be shown that the hybrid algorithm often performs much better than any single algorithm, and rarely performs much worse.

We describe the Maple implementation of hybrid algorithms for several different problem areas. These include the determinant code, the gcd code, and the solve code (for solving systems of equations). All of the codes for these problems are implemented in the user-level Maple language and therefore they are interpreted rather than compiled. Timing comparisons are presented to show the relative performance of Maple, Macsyma, and Reduce on some sample problems. All timings (in seconds) were obtained on a Vax 11/780 running Berkeley Unix 4.2, by calling the user-level routine for solving the given problem.
4.1. Determinants

The two methods used are fraction-free Gaussian elimination and minor expansion. Comparisons of these two methods are given by Gentleman and Johnson, and Horowitz and Sahni [14, 15]. Those authors' comments, their timing results, and our own experience, suggest the following general guideline for choosing between Gaussian elimination and minor expansion:

1. for matrices with many numerical entries and/or larger dense matrices in only a few variables, use Gaussian elimination;
2. for small matrices (of dimension ≤ 5), sparse matrices, and matrices with many variables, use minor expansion.

We are also experimenting with the idea of running fraction-free elimination steps until a small pivot is no longer available, then switching to minor expansion. We note that the strengths and weaknesses of a particular computer algebra system must also be taken into consideration in algorithm selection. For example, Maple is particularly well suited to using minor expansion because of the facility provided by the partial computation table as described previously. By using option remember, we can implement the standard recursive definition of a determinant in terms of its minors (see Figure 1). Without the help of option remember (or some similar facility), this algorithm would be extremely inefficient, as minors would be recomputed an exponential number of times. In using option remember, the system avoids recomputation by automatically keeping track of the minors' determinants as it computes them. Gentleman and Johnson avoid recomputation by computing the determinants of the minors "bottom up". We believe that the use of option remember in Maple leads to a more natural and simpler coding, and furthermore avoids an exponential amount of work for the sparse cases.

The above discussion of determinant code organization is equally applicable to the problem of computing matrix inverses. For this problem, there is a choice between fraction-free Gaussian elimination and computing the inverse via the adjoint of the matrix.

The timing results in Table 1 show that Maple's determinant code performs quite well over a variety of different problems. For these (and subsequent) timing comparisons, note that Maple's code is executed by an interpreter while the Macsyma and Reduce codes have been compiled. For a detailed listing of the test problems used in Table 1, see appendix 1. We find that the overhead of algorithm selection is not unreasonable compared to the cost of computing the determinant.
minor := proc (A,r,c,n) local i, s, t; option remember;
# Compute the determinant of the n by n minor of the matrix A, whose row
# and column indices are given in the lists r and c, using minor expansion.

    if n = 1 then A[r[1],c[1]]
    elif n = 2 then A[r[1],c[1]]*A[r[2],c[2]] - A[r[1],c[2]]*A[r[2],c[1]]
    elif n = 3 then
    else
        t := subsop(1=NULL,c);
        s := 0;
        for i to n do if A[r[i],c[1]] <> 0 then
            s := s + A[r[i],c[1]] * (-1)^(i+1) * minor(A,subsop(i=NULL,r),t,n-1)
        fi od;
    fi;
    if type("", "+") then expand("") else " fi
end

Figure 1: Maple library code for computation of a minor's determinant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matrix description</th>
<th>Maple</th>
<th>Macsyma (1)</th>
<th>Reduce (1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 by 5 Vandermonde</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 by 5 Dense univariate Bezout</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>17.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 by 6 Bezout (from Sigsam #7)</td>
<td>133.6</td>
<td>271.6</td>
<td>132.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 by 12 Eigenvalue problem (band matrix)</td>
<td>42.5</td>
<td>719.5</td>
<td>10.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 by 10 Hilbert</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>236.0</td>
<td>300.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 by 10 Univariate Sylvester</td>
<td>40.2</td>
<td>1414.0</td>
<td>264.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 by 11 Tridiagonal (univariate)</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>95.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 by 14 Eigenvalue problem (bivariate)</td>
<td>279.7</td>
<td>&gt;1500</td>
<td>&gt;1500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Timings for determinant problems.

Notes: (1) The default algorithm for both Macsyma and Reduce on our system is minor expansion. Also, in collecting the Macsyma times, ratexpand was applied to the result from determinant where necessary.
4.2. Greatest Common Divisors of Polynomials

Maple’s gcd code makes use of two algorithms. Initially, a heuristic, gcdheu,[13] is tried. Gcdheu computes polynomial gcds via polynomial evaluation, an integer gcd computation, and single-point polynomial interpolation. This method was motivated by the fact that the hardware provides support for integer arithmetic, and consequently even multiple-precision integer arithmetic is fast, whereas there is no hardware support for polynomial arithmetic. Therefore although the complexity of an integer gcd based computation is exponential in the number of variables, such a method performs very well on a significant class of practical problems. Roughly speaking, for most problems in three or fewer variables we find that gcdheu is the algorithm of choice. On the other hand, there are many problems that gcdheu would be extremely slow to solve. Fortunately, it is easy for gcdheu to detect its bad cases by estimating the size of the integer gcd problem before generating it. When the integer gcd problem about to be generated would be larger than a pre-specified size (currently set at 3000 digits), gcdheu gives up. Control is passed back to the main code, which then sets up the problem for the second algorithm. The second algorithm is a Hensel-based gcd algorithm (EEZGCD).*

Another important feature of gcdheu is that its code size is tiny, relative to Hensel-based codes or the sparse modular code. For most sessions we expect that the gcdheu algorithm will be sufficient and consequently the larger codes will not be loaded. This organization helps to maintain Maple’s goal of compactness.

In Table 2 we present timings for some gcd problems. These problems were generated at random. All problems are non-trivial in either the number of variables, their degrees, the number of terms, or the size of the coefficients. Seven of the problems are sparse, three are dense; five of the problems have a non-trivial gcd, and in the other five the gcd is one. For a detailed listing of the test problems used in Table 2, see appendix 2. The timings illustrate both the power of gcdheu as an algorithm in its own right, and the robustness of the overall code organization since the timings for larger problems are also very reasonable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem</th>
<th>Maple</th>
<th>Macsyma (1)</th>
<th>Reduce (2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>67.8</td>
<td>&gt;1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>42.7</td>
<td>1472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>&gt;1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>31.3</td>
<td>&gt;1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>&gt;1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>29.5</td>
<td>69.4</td>
<td>&gt;1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>&gt;1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>25.7</td>
<td>24.9</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>92.5</td>
<td>34.8</td>
<td>&gt;1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>24.6</td>
<td>&gt;1500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 2: Timings for some gcd problems.

* Code for the sparse modular algorithm has been written for Maple[16] but it is not yet determined how this will be incorporated into the gcd polyalgorithm.
Notes:  (1) Using the default Macsyma gcd algorithm, spmod. (2) Using a PRS algorithm with trial-division[17].

4.3. Solving Systems of Equations

The first method to be tried in solve on a system of equations is gensys. At each step, gensys selects the "easiest" equation to be solved for a particular unknown. That unknown is then eliminated from the other equations of the system via a substitution. Both under- and over-determined systems of both linear and nonlinear equations can be solved in this way. Gensys spends a considerable amount of time evaluating the complexities of each equation. Ideally, all unknowns will be found and eliminated from "simple" equations, preserving sparsity where possible. What is considered a simple equation in gensys is any equation containing an unknown that when eliminated, will most likely produce a simpler, smaller system. This elimination procedure is repeated until either the system has been reduced to a single equation, in which case back-substitution is employed to obtain the solution, or else further progress is blocked because proceeding would generate, for example, new quotients of polynomials.

At this point, control is passed to a second method, a modified fraction-free Gaussian elimination algorithm for solving rectangular linear systems. This algorithm solves the remaining linear problems for which gensys would be too expensive. If the system is found to be nonlinear then control is passed back to gensys, which continues the elimination. A resultant based algorithm is called for the general case when gensys cannot proceed.

This organization of the solve code has several advantages. Simple linear and nonlinear equations are eliminated quickly. Gensys preserves sparsity for as long as is practical. Since gensys is by nature a sparse algorithm, we are interested in how it performs on dense systems (its worse case) where much of the time will be spent in looking at the equations. The first problem in Table 3 shows that the cost of using gensys rather than immediately using Gaussian elimination is not unreasonable. (Our time for directly applying Gaussian elimination on the first problem is 23 seconds). For large sparse systems, the hybrid algorithm performs much better than Macsyma's default algorithm. The first four times reported in Table 3 are for linear systems and the last two are for nonlinear systems. For a detailed listing of the test problems used in Table 3, see appendix 3.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem description</th>
<th>Maple</th>
<th>Macsyma</th>
<th>Reduce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 equations, 10 unknowns</td>
<td>50.8</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>21.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dense with integer coefficients</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 equations, 29 unknowns</td>
<td>55.6</td>
<td>122.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>integer coefficients</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 equations, 50 unknowns</td>
<td>138.6</td>
<td>1180</td>
<td>1162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sparse band system</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>147 equations, 49 unknowns</td>
<td>96.5</td>
<td>1078.3</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>very sparse with trivariate coefficients</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 equations, 17 unknowns</td>
<td>68.5</td>
<td>&gt;1500</td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sparse system with 4 solutions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 equations, 17 unknowns</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>&gt;1500</td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sparse system with no solution</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Timings for solving systems of equations.

Notes: (1) Reduce's solver was not programmed to solve over-determined systems. (2) This time reported for Macsyma was obtained by Prof. Stanly Steinberg of the University of New Mexico, using special purpose code developed for the problem. Macsyma's default algorithm could not solve this problem in under 1500 seconds.

5. Further Comparisons of Space and Time

Table 4 presents some timing comparisons for a variety of symbolic computation problems which are summarized below. More details about these test problems can be found in appendix 4. All times are in seconds in the form user time + system time obtained from the Unix time command on a Vax 11/780 running Berkeley Unix version 4.2. The Maple space column indicates the total number of bytes of memory required by Maple (compiled kernel plus data space) for the problem. Note that automatic garbage collection is not yet operational in Maple and therefore the space consumption increases monotonically with execution time. Note also that the initial size of code plus data space for Reduce is over one megabyte and for Macsyma is over three megabytes, in contrast with Maple's initial size of 104K bytes.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem</th>
<th>Maple space</th>
<th>Maple time</th>
<th>Macsyma time</th>
<th>Reduce time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>139K</td>
<td>10.4 + 0.6</td>
<td>23.3 + 8.4</td>
<td>134.0 + 29.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>145K</td>
<td>14.3 + 1.8</td>
<td>40.4 + 13.6</td>
<td>180.0 + 28.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>222K</td>
<td>4.8 + 1.0</td>
<td>46.1 + 21.0</td>
<td>43.5 + 10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>777K</td>
<td>18.7 + 2.5</td>
<td>180.8 + 11.2</td>
<td>88.6 + 4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>169K</td>
<td>1.5 + 0.4</td>
<td>26.2 + 9.7</td>
<td>4.7 + 1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>432K</td>
<td>32.6 + 4.0</td>
<td>68.9 + 11.2</td>
<td>37.1 + 7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>251K</td>
<td>23.6 + 2.4</td>
<td>88.5 + 18.3</td>
<td>&gt;1000.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>169K</td>
<td>2.0 + 0.4</td>
<td>93.3 + 14.2</td>
<td>Not attempted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>185K</td>
<td>2.2 + 0.5</td>
<td>183.3 + 22.1</td>
<td>Not attempted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>603K</td>
<td>27.2 + 2.8</td>
<td>101.2 + 20.4</td>
<td>33.5 + 7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>181K</td>
<td>2.6 + 0.5</td>
<td>3.3 + 5.4</td>
<td>Not attempted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>247K</td>
<td>5.7 + 1.1</td>
<td>3.0 + 6.0</td>
<td>7.5 + 3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>302K</td>
<td>12.4 + 1.5</td>
<td>36.7 + 14.8</td>
<td>11.5 + 3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>152K</td>
<td>1.2 + 1.2</td>
<td>2.9 + 4.7</td>
<td>1.3 + 1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>414K</td>
<td>16.8 + 2.4</td>
<td>46.9 + 13.5</td>
<td>Not attempted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 4:* Space and time statistics for a variety of problems.

**Description of Problems in Table 4**

1. Compute and print 1000!.
2. Compute a "big" rational number: 13'1000 / 14'960
3. Compute arcsin(7102633504 6985192786 3258652083 7914203194 9324761436) to 50 digits.
4. Read in a random polynomial but do not print it. It has 396 terms, 5 variables, each of degree 6, and 4-digit coefficients.
5. Do 1000 assignments in a for loop without printing; for i to 1000 do a := i od.
6. Solve a sparse linear system of equations (20 by 20, 3 terms per equation, random 4-digit integer coefficients).
7. Compute and print -diff(u,z) from [18,p. 510]
8. Factor 1625439361 (= 89137 * 182353 ).
9. Taylor series of sin(x^5 - 3*x^8 + 7*x^29 + 13*x^59) up to the term in x^64.
10. Compute and print the f and g series to order 16.[19]
11. Compute and print the indefinite summation: sum(i^12, i = 0..n-1).
12. Find \( \int x^{30} e^x \, dx \).
13. Expand (a+b+c+d+e+f+g+h)^4 and print it.
14. Recursion test: f := proc(n) if n=0 then 1 else f(n-1) fi end; f(100).
15. SIGSAM Problem #3: Reversion of a double series[20], solved to order 4 by Hall's 2nd method[21] (includes print time).
6. Future Development

The Maple project is an ongoing activity of the Symbolic Computation Group at the University of Waterloo. We mention here some of the developments that are anticipated for future versions.

6.1. Algorithm improvements

Some of the existing mathematical packages are being improved. For example, the gcd package is largely completed but its multivariate Hensel-based (EEZGCD) algorithm will have Wang's coefficient pre-determination added to it for improved performance on sparse problems. The factor package similarly needs to exploit coefficient pre-determination (this is currently implemented only for the leading coefficient) in the multivariate Hensel lifting stage. Maple's univariate factorizer is a heuristic algorithm based on single-point evaluation and integer factorization [22], which performs well on problems with reasonably small integer coefficients, but we have yet to complete implementation of the Berlekamp/Hensel algorithm for univariate factorization. Another package to be completed is the integration package, which currently includes only a "front end" of heuristics. Eventually the Risch procedure will be included as part of int (work is in progress). The method of resultants is being added to the solve package for solving systems of polynomial equations.

There are numerous mathematical packages yet to be introduced into the Maple library. For example, a differential equations package and a tensor package have yet to be implemented.

6.2. Language facilities

The following are some of the language facilities awaiting implementation.

(1) Automatic garbage collection (currently the user must issue a gc() function call).
(2) Pattern matching simplification.
(3) User-specified simplification rules.
(4) Operators, including an operator algebra facility.
(5) Foreign function interface (some work has been done on an interface to Fortran and an interface to Prolog).
(6) Language conversion (some work has been done on converting Maple output to Fortran syntax).

6.3. Porting Maple

The Maple system is designed to be portable to various operating systems, usually in the C language. The main restriction is that the host system must support a large address space (e.g., Maple is not designed to work with 16-bit addresses) and must have enough physical memory (we recommend a minimum of one megabyte) to be capable of handling typical symbolic computations. To date, Maple has been fully ported between C under Berkeley Unix on a VAX 11, B under GCOS-8 on a Honeywell DPS-8, C under Xenix on a Spectrix S-10 (M68000-based microcomputer) and C under TOPS-20 on a DEC20. The VAX/Unix and DEC20 versions are currently in distribution. Work is well underway to port Maple to the IBM VM/CMS operating system and to the
WICAT operating system. Planned for the near future is a version for DEC's VAX/VMS operating system (see below).

6.4. Maple in undergraduate teaching

We are particularly excited about the introduction of Maple into the mainstream of the undergraduate mathematics curriculum. Current plans include experimenting with Maple as a laboratory tool to be used by first- and second-year calculus and linear algebra students at the University of Waterloo. A pilot project is scheduled for the term beginning in January 1985, probably using a VAX 11/785 running VMS, to service approximately 300 students. To increase the capacity beyond the size of a pilot project, we expect to move to a network of microprocessors connected to a file-server VAX, with the bulk of the symbolic computation being done on the microprocessors.

7. Availability of the Maple System

Maple version 3.2 is currently being distributed for VAX/4.2 BSD Unix, and for DEC20 systems running TOPS-20. During the latter part of 1984 we plan to begin distribution of the Maple system (version 3.3 and beyond) through the facilities of Watsoft, an institution within the University of Waterloo which is responsible for the distribution of several other software products (WATFOR, WATFIV, WPascal, etc.). We expect that the Watsoft distribution will initially include IBM mainframes (VM/CMS), and eventually VAX/VMS and M68000-based systems.

Licensing and distribution information, and copies of Maple documentation[23,24,25], are available by writing to:

Maple Lab  
Symbolic Computation Group  
Department of Computer Science  
University of Waterloo  
Waterloo, Ontario  
Canada N2L 3G1
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Appendix 1: Determinant problems

The timings in Table 1 of section 4 are for computing the determinants of the following matrices.

Problem 1.
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
u,4, u, 3, u, 2, u, 1, \\
v,4, v, 3, v, 2, v, 1, \\
w,4, w, 3, w, 2, w, 1, \\
x,4, x, 3, x, 2, x, 1, \\
y,4, y, 3, y, 2, y, 1
\end{bmatrix};
\]

Problem 2.
\[
\begin{align*}
\det & [-135y^9+142y^7-238y^5-51y^4+193y^8+59y^3+126y^2+32y+39+43y^6, \\
& 54y^8+112y^6-54y^5-22y^4+8y^3+11y^7+72y^2+12y-75, \\
& 18y^7-29y^5+53y^4-13y^3+17y^2-31y^6-649y^5+25, \\
& 18y^6+40y^4-67y^3+66y^2-264y^7-5+86, \\
& -63y^5+35y^3-8y^2-41y^3-34+10y^4].
\end{align*}
\]
\[
\begin{align*}
\det & [54y^8+112y^6-54y^5-22y^4+8y^3+11y^7+72y^2+12y-75, \\
& 45y^7-163y^6+86y^5+5+251y^4-5y^3-92y^2-223y^2+28, \\
& -13y^6+27y^5-540y^4-541y^3+10y^2+2+y+85, \\
& 56y^5-249y^4+76y^3-335y^2+107y-39, 26y^4-36y^3-37y^2+36y+31],
\end{align*}
\]
\[
\begin{align*}
\det & [54y^8+112y^6-54y^5-22y^4+8y^3+11y^7+72y^2+12y-75, \\
& 45y^7-163y^6+86y^5+5+251y^4-5y^3-92y^2-223y^2+28, \\
& -13y^6+27y^5-540y^4-541y^3+10y^2+2+y+85, \\
& 56y^5-249y^4+76y^3-335y^2+107y-39, 26y^4-36y^3-37y^2+36y+31],
\end{align*}
\]
\[
\begin{align*}
\det & [18y^6+40y^4-67y^3+66y^2-264y^7-5+86, \\
& 56y^5-249y^4+76y^3-335y^2+107y-39, \\
& -18y^4-37y^3-335y^2-2+y+34, \\
& -43y^3+106y^2-58-66y, 11y^2-22y+19],
\end{align*}
\]
\[
\begin{align*}
& [-63y^5+35y^3-8y^2-41y^3-34+10y^4, \\
& 26y^4-36y^3-37y^2-36y+31, \\
& -23y^3+43y^2-23y-57, 11y^2-22y+19, -59y+64].
\end{align*}
\]

Problem 3.
Problem 4.

[[a-l, 24, -11, -1/7, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0],
[24, a-l, 24, -11, -1/7, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0],
[-11, 24, a-l, 24, -11, -1/7, 0, 0, 0, 0],
[-1/7, -11, 24, a-l, 24, -11, -1/7, 0, 0, 0, 0],
[0, -1/7, -11, 24, a-l, 24, -11, -1/7, 0, 0, 0],
[0, 0, -1/7, -11, 24, a-l, 24, -11, -1/7, 0, 0],
[0, 0, 0, -1/7, -11, 24, a-l, 24, -11, -1/7, 0, 0],
[0, 0, 0, 0, -1/7, -11, 24, a-l, 24, -11, -1/7, 0],
[0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -1/7, -11, 24, a-l, 24, -11],
[0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -1/7, -11, 24, a-l, 24],
[0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -1/7, -11, 24, a-l]];

Problem 5.

[[1, 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/5, 1/6, 1/7, 1/8, 1/9, 1/10],
[1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/5, 1/6, 1/7, 1/8, 1/9, 1/10, 1/11],
[1/3, 1/4, 1/5, 1/6, 1/7, 1/8, 1/9, 1/10, 1/11, 1/12],
[1/4, 1/5, 1/6, 1/7, 1/8, 1/9, 1/10, 1/11, 1/12, 1/13],
[1/5, 1/6, 1/7, 1/8, 1/9, 1/10, 1/11, 1/12, 1/13, 1/14],
[1/6, 1/7, 1/8, 1/9, 1/10, 1/11, 1/12, 1/13, 1/14, 1/15],
[1/7, 1/8, 1/9, 1/10, 1/11, 1/12, 1/13, 1/14, 1/15, 1/16],
[1/8, 1/9, 1/10, 1/11, 1/12, 1/13, 1/14, 1/15, 1/16, 1/17],
[1/9, 1/10, 1/11, 1/12, 1/13, 1/14, 1/15, 1/16, 1/17, 1/18],
[1/10, 1/11, 1/12, 1/13, 1/14, 1/15, 1/16, 1/17, 1/18, 1/19]];

Problem 6.
Problem 7.

\[
\begin{align*}
[[&-9x^2y+10, 2x^2y^3+3, -5y^3+5y^2-7y-9, \\
&8y^4-10y^3+9y^2+10y+5, -9y^5+5y^3-4y^2-7y+8, 0, 0, 0, 0], \\
&[0, -9y^4+10, 2x^2y^3+3, -5y^3+5y^2-7y-9, 8y^4-10y^3+9y^2+10y+5, \\
&-9y^3+3y^3-4y^2-7y+8, 0, 0, 0], \\
&0, 0, 2, -9y^1+10, y^2-2x^2y^3+3, -5y^3+5y^2-7y-9, 8y^4-10y^3+9y^2+10y+5, \\
&y^3+5y^3-34y^2-7y+8, 0, 0, 0, 0], \\
&0, 0, 2, -9y^1+10, y^2-2x^2y^3+3, -5y^3+5y^2-7y-9, 8y^4-10y^3+9y^2+10y+5, \\
&-9y^3+5y^3-34y^2-7y+8, 0, 0, 0, 0].
\end{align*}
\]

Problem 8.

\[
\begin{align*}
[[&3e+15, 2e^4+3b, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -6, -3, 6, 3, 3, 0, 0], \\
&[0, 2e^4+3b, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -6, -3, 6, 3, 3, 0, 0], \\
&0, 0, e+b, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -6, -3, 2, -1, 2, -4, 3], \\
&0, 0, 0, e-b, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2, -1, -1, 2, 3], \\
&0, 0, 0, 2e-4b, 0, 0, 0, 0, -6, 2, 2, -3, 4], \\
&[0, 0, 0, 0, 3e-12b, 0, 0, -3, -6, 0, -3, 6, -3], \\
&0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 3e-12b, 3, 0, 0, 0, 0, -6], \\
&[0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 3e-12b, 0, 0, 0, 0, -6, -3, 0, 3e+12b, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0], \\
&[0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 3e+12b, 0, 0, 0, 0, -6, -3, 0, 3e+12b, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0], \\
&[-6, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 3e-12b, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -6, 3e+12b, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0], \\
&[-6, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 3e+12b, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -6, 3e+12b, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0].
\end{align*}
\]
Appendix 2: GCD problems

The timings in Table 2 of section 4 are for computing the greatest common divisors of the following polynomials.

Problem 1.

\[
\gcd(34x^80-91x^99+70x^31-25x^52+20x^76-86x^44-17x^33-6x^89-56x^5-17, \\
91x^49+64x^10-21x^52-88x^74-38x^76-46x^84-16x^95-81x^72+96x^25-20)
\]

Problem 2.

\[
g = 34x^{19-91x^4+70x^7-25x^16+20x^3-86} \\
gcd(g^*(64x^{34-21x^4-47-126x^8-86x^5-16x^6-60-81}, \\
g^*(72x^{60-25x^2-25-10x^23-22x^39-83x^52+54x^{10+81}))
\]

Problem 3.

\[
gcd(3427088418+8032938293x-9181159474x^2-9955210536x^3+7049846077x^4 \\
-3120124818x^5+2517523455x^6+5255435973x^7+2020369281x^8-7604863368x^9 \\
-8085841867x^{10}+4432745109x^{11}-1746773680x^{12}+3351440965x^{13} \\
-580100705x^{14}+892318891x^{15}-5660404998x^{16}+5443585149x^{17} \\
-174572352x^{18}+9148191435x^{19}-4940173788x^{20}+6420433154x^{21} \\
+980100567x^{22}-2128456689x^{23}+5266911072x^{24}-2480033073x^{25} \\
-7425750422x^{26}-3801290114x^{27}+7680051202x^{28}-24562194273x^{29} \\
-8472655390x^{30}-16956540766x^{31}+957718075x^{32}-8137446394x^{33} \\
+7232992578x^{34}+9001468396x^{35}-2497427781x^{36}-2047603127x^{37} \\
-1893414455x^{38}-2508354375x^{39}+2231932228x^{40}, \\
5253247071-8324774912x^2+6797341645x^3-2+5418887080x^4-3+6779305784x^5 \\
+811537696x^6+2+2292289856x^7+4+273271305x^8+7+9659962054x^9+15+151449131x^{10} \\
+7981583233x^{11}+10+3729868918x^{12}-5246360984x^{13} \\
+2570821160x^{14}-14+5533328063x^{15}-27+248185102x^{16}+8312755945x^{17} \\
-2941669352x^{18}+4320254985x^{19}+9331460166x^{20}-29+2906491973x^{21} \\
-7780293210x^{22}-22+4971715970x^{23}+23-6447847182x^{24}+6832431522x^{25} \\
-5016292128x^{26}-6422216875x^{27}-27+471583252x^{28}+30+3073673916x^{29} \\
+2297139923x^{30}+39+9034797416x^{31}+6247010865x^{32}+5965858387x^{33} \\
-4612062748x^{34}+5837579849x^{35}+35-2802832810x^{36}-7450648226x^{37} \\
+2849150856x^{38}+38+2109912954x^{39}+39+2914906138x^{40}
\]

Problem 4.

\[
g = 34271+80330x^{91812x^2-99553x^3+70499x^4 \\
-31201x^5+25175x^6+52555x^7+20204x^8-76049x^9-86850x^{10} \\
gcd(g^*(44328-17468x^{35+5x^2-5801x^3+89232x^4-5+4604x^5+5+4414x^6 \\
-17416x^7+91482x^8-49040x^9+6+9405x^{10}+10+9801x^{11}+21285x^{12} \\
+52669x^{13}+88004x^{14}-74258x^{15}-38013x^{16}-76801x^{17}+46522x^{18} \\
+84727x^{19}+16505x^{20}+95778x^{21}+81375x^{22}+27320x^{23}+96015x^{24} \\
-24974x^{25}+20476x^{26}-18934x^{27}+25084x^{28}+22319x^{29}+25033x^{30}), \\
g^*(-83248+67974x^2+54189x^2+267793x^3+81136x^4+22923x^5+27327x^6 \\
+96000x^7+15145x^8+75981x^9+37299x^{10}+28496x^{11}+52464x^{12} \\
+25708x^{13}+55334x^{14}+2742x^{15}+83128x^{16}-294717x^{17}+43203x^{18} \\
+93315x^9-209065x^{20}-77803x^{21}-49717x^{22}-64749x^{23}-8325x^{24} \\
-50163x^{25}+64222x^{26}+4716x^{27}+30737x^{28}+22972x^{29}+90348x^{30})
\]
Problem 5.
\[
\gcd(-8472x^4y^4 - 10 - 8137x^0y^2 - 2497x^4y^4 - 2508x^4y^6 - 8324x^9y^8 \\
-6779x^0y^6 + 2733x^10y^4 + 7981x^7y^3 - 5246x^6y^2 - 2274x^10y^3 - 34320, \\
15168x^3y^4 - 4971x^y^2 - 2283x^5y^3 - 5037x^6y^10 + 6247x^8y^2 + 2849x^6y^7 - 2039x^7y \\
-2626x^2y^7 + 9229x^6y^5 + 2404x^5y^5 + 1387x^4y^8 + 5602x^5y^2 - 6212x^3y^7 - 8561)
\]

Problem 6.
\[
g = -10x^4y^4 + 25x^0y^9 + 54x^4y^9 + 22x^7y^7 - 15x^9y^7 - 28 \\
\gcd( g^* (91x^2y^9 + 10x^4y^8 - 88x^3y^3 - 76x^2y^2 - 16x^10y^3 + 72x^10y^4 - 20), \\
g^* (34x^9 - 99x^0y^3 - 25x^8y^8 - 676x^7y^7 - 17x^3y^6 + 5 + 89x^2y^8 - 17) )
\]

Problem 7.
\[
\gcd( 6713544209x^9 + 8524923038x^3y^3z^7 + 6010184640x^4z^7 \\
+ 4126613160x^3y^3z^4 + 2169797500x^7y^4z^9 + 2529913106x^8y^5z^3 \\
+ 7633455535x^3y^3z^3 + 1159974399x^2y^4 + 9788859037x^3y^3z^9 + 7571286109x^3y^4z^3, \\
3884033886x^6y^8z^6 + 7704943539x^3y^9z^6 + 6366356752x^9y^4z^8 \\
+ 6864934459x^3y^2z^6 + 223335968x^4y^9z^6 + 239872507x^9y^3z^6 \\
+ 341442015x^8y^9z^2 + 1788891562x^4y^6z^6 + 9517398707x^8y^7z^2 \\
+ 7918739924x^3y^6z^6 + 6054956477x^6y^3z^6)
\]

Problem 8.
\[
g = u^3(x^2-2y)z^2 + (u^3u^2x)y^2z-u^4x^2y+3 \\
\gcd( g^* ((y^2-x^2)z^2 + u^5(x^2+y^2)z^3z+y+5), g^* ((y^2-x^2)z^2 + u^5x^2+y^2z^3z+y+9) )
\]

Problem 9.
\[
g = 34u^2x^2y^2z^2 - 25u^2v^2z^2 - 18uv^2x^2z^2 - 218u^2v^2x^2y^2z^2 + 53 + x^3 \\
\gcd( g^* (-85u^v^2y^2z^2 + 25u^v^2x^2y^2z^2, \\
-84u^2v^2y^2z^2 + 27u^2v^2x^2y^2z^2 - 53u^x^2y^2z^2+34x^3), \\
g^* 48x^3 - 99u^x^2y^2z^9 - 60x^y^2z^2 - 75u^v^x^2y^2z^2 - 43u^2v^2 + 91u^2v^2 + 2y^2z^2 )
\]

Problem 10.
gcd(-9555*v^9*x^3*y^4*z^8+2020*v*y^7*z^4-3351*v^5*x^10*y^2*z^8
-1741*v^10*x^2*y^9*z^6-2128*v^8*y*z^3-7680*v^2*y^4*z^10-8137*v^9*x^10*y^4*z^4
-1893*v^4*y^6+6707*v^8*x*y^9*z^6+2733*v^10*x^4*y^9*z^7-2849*v^2*x^6*y^2*z^5
+8312*v^3*z^10-3-7780*v^2*x*y*z^2-6422*v^5*x^7*y^6*z^10
+6247*v^8*x^2*y^8*z^3-37450*v^7*x^6*y^7*z^4+3625*v^4*y^2*z^7+9229*v^6*x^5*y^6
-112*v^6*y^4*z^7-7867*v^5*x^8*y^5*z^2-6212*v^3*x^7*z^5+8699*v^8*x^2*y^2*z^5
+4442*v^10*x^5*y^4*z+1965*v^10*y^3*z^3-8906*v^6*x*y^4*z^5+5552*v^10*y^4
+3055*v^5*x^3*y^6*z^2+6658*v^7*x^10*y^6+3721*v^8*x^9*y^4*z^8+9511*v^6*y^6
+5437*v^3*x^9*y^9*z^7-1957*v^6*x^4*y*z^3+9214*v^3*x^9*y^3*z^7
+7273*v^2*x^8*y^4*z^10+1701*v^10*y^7*z^2+4944*v^5*x^5*y^8*z^8
-1935*v^3*x^6*y^10*z^3+4029*v^6*y^10*z^3+9462*v^6*x^5*y^4*z^8-3633*v^4*x*y^7*z^5-1876,
-5830*v^7*x^8*y*z^2-1217*v^8*x*y^2*z^5-1510*v^9*x^3*y^10*z^10+7036*v^6*x^8*y^3*z^3
+1022*v^9*y^3*z^8+3791*v^8*x^3*y^7+6906*v^6*x*y^10+117*v^7*x^2*y^4*z^4
+6664*v^6*x^5*y^2*z^3-7302*v^10*x^8*y^3-5343*v^8*x^5*y^9*z-2244*v^9*x^3*y^8*z^9
-3719*v^5*x^10*y^6*z^8+2629*v^3*y^2*z^10+8517*v^9*y^6*z^7-9551*v^5*x^6*y^6*z^2
-7750*v^10*y^7*z^4-5035*v^5*x^2*y^5*z^5-5967*v^9*x^5*y^9*z^5-5817*v^3*x^2*y^7*z^6
-2668*v^10*y^9*z^4+1630*v^5*x^5*y^8+9099*v^7*x^9*y^4*z^3-5358*v^9*x^5*y^6*z^2
+5766*v^5*y^3*z^4-3624*v^8*x^4*y^10*z^10+8839*v^6*x^9*y^10*z^4+3378*x^7*y^2*z^5
+7582*v^7*y^8*z^7-85*v^2*y^2*z^9-6495*v^9*x^10*y^6*z^3+1983*v^9*x^9*y^3
-4613*v^10*x^4*y^7*z^6+5520*v^10*x*y^6+5030*v^4*x^5*y^4*z^9-9202*v^6*x^6*y^3*z^9
-4988*v^2*x^2*y^10*z^4-8572*v^9*x^7*y^10*z^10+4080*v^4*x^8*z^8-382*v^9*x^9*y^2*z^2-7326)
Appendix 3: Solve problems

The timings in Table 3 of section 4 are for solving the following systems of equations.

**Problem 1.**

\[
\text{solve}\{\-22319*x0+25032*x1-83247*x2+67973*x3+54189*x4
-67793*x5+81355*x6+22293*x7+27327*x8+96599*x9-15144, \\
79815*x0+37299*x1-28495*x2-52463*x3+25708*x4
-55333*x5-2742*x6+83127*x7-29417*x8-43202*x9+93314, \\
-20065*x0-77803*x1+49717*x2-64748*x3-68324*x4
-50162*x5-64222*x6-4716*x7+30737*x8+22971*x9+90348, \\
62470*x0+59658*x1-46120*x2+58376*x3-28208*x4
-74506*x5+28491*x6+21099*x7+29149*x8-20387*x9+36254, \\
-98233*x0-26263*x1-63227*x2+34307*x3+92294*x4
+10148*x5+31925*x6+24044*x7-83764*x8-1121*x9+13871, \\
-20427*x0+62666*x1+27330*x2-78670*x3+9036*x4
+56024*x5-4525*x6-50589*x7-62127*x8-32846*x9+38466, \\
-85609*x0+5424*x1+80992*x2+50651*x3-60859*x4
-55984*x5-6061*x6+44117*x7+92421*x8+6701*x9-9459, \\
-68255*x0+10652*x1+42650*x2-93032*x3-30191*x4
-31075*x5-89069*x6+12150*x7-78089*x8-12462*x9+1027, \\
55526*x0-91202*x1+91329*x2-25919*x3-98215*x4
+36554*x5+913*x6-35751*x7+17948*x8-58850*x9+66583, \\
40612*x0+84364*x1-83317*x2+10658*x3+37213*x4
+30489*x5+72040*x6-21227*x7+60772*x8+95114*x9-68533\};
\]

**Problem 2.**

\[
\text{solve}\{[81*x30-96*x21-45,-36*x4+59*x29+26,-59*x26+5*x3-33,-81*x19-92*x23-21*x17-9, \\
-46*x29-13*x22+22*x24+83,47*x4-47*x14-15*x26-40,83*x30+70*x17+50*x10-31, \\
10*x27-90*x9+52*x21+52,-33*x20-97*x26+20*x6-76,97*x16+41*x8-13*x12+66, \\
16*x16-52*x10-33*x22+49,-28*x1-53*x24-x27-67,-22*x26-29*x24+73*x10+8, \\
88*x18+61*x19-98*x9-55,99*x28-91*x26+26*x3-95,-6*x18+25*x7-77*x1-99, \\
33*x13-50*x17+52*x14-64,-50*x20+26*x11+93*x2+77,-70*x8+74*x19-94*x26+86, \\
13*x18-2*x16-79*x23+91,36*x26-13*x11-53*x25-5,10*x7+57*x16-95*x10-14, \\
-3*x27+44*x4+52*x22-1,21*x1+11+20*x25-30*x4-83,70*x2-97*x19-41*x26-50, \\
-51*x8+495*x12-85*x26+45,83*x30+41*x12+50*x2+53,-4*x26+69*x8-58*x5-95, \\
59*x27-78*x30-66*x23+16,-10*x20-36*x11-60*x159]\};
\]

**Problem 3.**
solve({115*x<0.4+566*x<0.4378*x<0.42+11401086415/6899901, 560*x<0.4-56*x<0.41-506*x<0.4-11143386403/8309444, -621*x<0.328*x<0.32+384*x<0.32+1041841/64675, -856*x<0.32+54*x<0.32+899*x<0.32+41430291/24700, 596*x<0.3+608*x<0.3+560*x<0.3+1077334/11075, -61*x<0.4+44/4*x<0.4+924*x<0.4+4185100679/11278780, 67*x<0.5-6*x<0.5-68*x<0.5+903868612/6618863, 196*x<0.6+926*x<0.6-7-930*x<0.6-2051864151/2031976, -302*x<0.7-311*x<0.7-890*x<0.7-14210411439/27719792, 121*x<0.8-781*x<0.8-125*x<0.8-104747129093/39901584, 10*x<0.9+555*x<0.9-10-912*x<0.9+32476047/3471829, -151*x<0.9+38+732*x<0.9-397*x<0.9+327281689/173242, 913*x<0.10-259*x<0.11+982*x<0.12-18030663/5014020, 305*x<0.11+9*x<0.12-357*x<0.13+1500752933/1780680, 179*x<0.13-588*x<0.13+665*x<0.14+8128189/51832, 406*x<0.13+843*x<0.14-833*x<0.15+2019257131/97774, 107*x<0.14+372*x<0.15+505*x<0.16-5161192791/3486415, 729*x<0.15-212*x<0.16+607*x<0.17-31529295571/7197760, 951*x<0.16-685*x<0.17+148*x<0.18+1034546543/711104, -654*x<0.17-899*x<0.18+543*x<0.19+1942961171/1646560, -448*x<0.18+673*x<0.19+702*x<0.20+85642281/1286375, 396*x<0.19-196*x<0.20+218*x<0.21-4386267866/21303625, -233*x<0.20-796*x<0.21-373*x<0.22-85246365829/57545250, 921*x<0.21-368*x<0.22+730*x<0.23-93446707622/51330363, -424*x<0.22+378*x<0.23+727*x<0.24+6673617931/3477462, -633*x<0.23+565*x<0.24+208*x<0.25+8067636805/4092042, 971*x<0.24+170*x<0.25+865*x<0.26-25224505/18354, 937*x<0.25+333*x<0.26-463*x<0.27-3939701/1025430, 494*x<0.26-8*x<0.27-50*x<0.28+57395804/34695, 530*x<0.27+631*x<0.28-193*x<0.29-8424597157/689022, -435*x<0.29+252*x<0.30-916*x<0.30-196828511/19593, 327*x<0.29+403*x<0.30-845*x<0.31+8458823325/5927971, 246*x<0.30+881*x<0.31-394*x<0.32+13624765321/156540826, 946*x<0.31+169*x<0.32-43*x<0.33-53594199271/12003183, -116*x<0.32+503*x<0.33-363*x<0.34+6680279763/15234909, -132*x<0.33-686*x<0.34+376*x<0.35+8167530636/902635, -38*x<0.34-188*x<0.35-583*x<0.36+1814153743/1124240, 389*x<0.35+562*x<0.36-688*x<0.37-12551043501/5513560, -769*x<0.37-474*x<0.38-89*x<0.39-2725415872/1235019, -625*x<0.36-122*x<0.37+468*x<0.38+7725682775/4506736, 839*x<0.39+936*x<0.40+703*x<0.41+1912091857/1000749, -314*x<0.41+102*x<0.42+742*x<0.43+7290073150/8132873, -905*x<0.42-454*x<0.43+521*x<0.44+10110944527/4538233, 379*x<0.43+518*x<0.44+328*x<0.45-45-2071620692/519645, 284*x<0.44-97*x<0.45+690*x<0.46-915987532/16665, 198*x<0.45-650*x<0.46-763*x<0.47+458801657/11220, 974*x<0.46+12*x<0.47+410*x<0.48-3831097561/51051, -498*x<0.47-135*x<0.48-230*x<0.49-18920705/9282, 665*x<0.48+156*x<0.49+34*x<0.50-27714736/156385, -519*x<0.49-366*x<0.50-730*x<0.51+2958446681/798985});

Problem 4.
Problem 5.

solve \{2*3^3*b3+a5*b3+a3*b3, a5*b3+2*a5*b5+a3*b5, a5*b5, a2*b2, a4*b4, a5*b1+b5+a4*b3+a3*b4, a5*b3+a5*b5+a3*b3, a0*b2+b2+a4*b2+a2*b4+c2+a2*b0+a2*b1, a0*b0+a0*b1+a0*b4+a3*b2+b0+b1+b4+a4*b0+a4*b1+a2*b5+a4*b4+c1+c4+a5*b2+a2*b3+c0, -1+a3*b0+a0*b3+a0*b5+a5*b0+b3+b5+a5*b4+a4*b3+a4*b5+a3*b4+a5*b1+a3*b1+c3+c5, b4+a4*b1, a5*b3+a3*b5, a2*b1+b2, a4*b5+a5*b4, a2*b4+a4*b2, a0*b5+a5*b0+a3*b4+2*a5*b4+a5*b1+b5+a4*b3+2*a4*b5+c5, a4*b0+2*a4*b4+a2*b5+b4+a4*b1+a5*b2+a0*b4+c4, c3+a0*b3+2*b3+b5+a4*b3+a3*b0+2*a3*b1+a5*b1+a3*b4, c1+a0*b1+2*b1+a4*b1+a2*b3+b0+a3*b2+b4\};

Problem 6.

solve\{2*3^3*b3+a5*b3+a3*b3, a5*b3+2*a5*b5+a3*b5, a4*b4, a5*b3+a5*b5+a3*b5+a3*b3, b1, a3*b3, a2*b2, a5*b5, a5*b1+b5+a4*b3+a3*b4, a0*b2+b2+a4*b2+a2*b4+c2+a2*b0+a2*b1, b4+a4*b1, b3+a3*b1, a5*b3+a3*b5, a2*b1+b2, a4*b5+a5*b4, a2*b4+a4*b2, a0*b0+a0*b1+a0*b4+a3*b2+b0+b1+b4+a4*b0+a4*b1+a2*b5+a4*b4+c1+c4+a5*b2+a2*b3+c0, -1+a3*b0+a0*b3+a0*b5+a5*b0+b3+b5+a5*b4+a4*b3+a4*b5+a3*b4+a5*b1+a3*b1+c3+c5, a0*b5+a5*b0+a3*b4+2*a5*b4+a5*b1+b5+a4*b3+2*a4*b5+c5, a4*b0+2*a4*b4+a2*b5+b4+a4*b1+a5*b2+a0*b4+c4, c3+a0*b3+2*b3+b5+a4*b3+a3*b0+2*a3*b1+a5*b1+a3*b4, c1+a0*b1+2*b1+a4*b1+a2*b3+b0+a3*b2+b4\};
Appendix 4: Various problems.

The timings presented in Table 4 of section 5 are for computing various problems. The problems are presented here as they were coded in maple. Timings include print time as well execution time unless otherwise stated.

Problem 1.

    1000!
    quit

Problem 2.

    a := 13*1000;
b := 14*960;
c := a/b;
    quit

Problem 3.

    # evaluate an arcsin to 50 digits
    evalf(arcsin(71026335046985192786325865208379142031949324761436), 50);
    quit

Problem 4.

    # Read in a 400 term random polynomial generated by the following program
    c := rand(-10^4..10^4):
    # this produces random coefficients in the range given
    e := rand(0..6):
    # this produces random exponents in the range given
    a := sum(c[i]*u^e[i]*v^e[i]*x^e[i]*y^e[i]*z^e[i], i=1..400):
    save a,poly400;
    quit

Problem 5.

    # do 1000 assignments in a for loop
    for i to 1000 do a := i od:
    quit

Problem 6.

    # Solve a sparse linear system.
solve({-7781*x6-11491*x4+472, 3427*x18-9182*x1+7050*x7-2518,
           5256*x13-7605*x2+4433*x9-3352, -580*x19-5661*x16-1742*x20+4940,
           6421*x11-2129*x16-8801*x3-3801, -7680*x6-8473*x9+9578*x2+7233,
           -8325*x17+5419*x4+8114*x13+2733, 7094*x8-2048*x9+2503,
           9660*x9+7982*x14-2850*x5+2571, -5534*x10+8313*x8-4320*x20-2907,
           3074*x13+9035*x17+5966*x6+5838, -2821*x3+2849*x13+2915*x8+3626,
           -924*x8-6323*x14+9230*x12+319, 2405*x2-112*x12-2043*x17+2733,
           -7867*x11+5603*x10-5059*x4-3285, 3847*x2+542*x19+5965*x4-5599,
           -606*x15+9243*x11-946*x4+1965, 9266*x1-3019*x7-8906*x12-7809,
           -1246*x11+5553*x1+9133*x8-9822, 3056*x11-3575*x12-5885*x17+4061});
    quit

Problem 7.
Problem 8.

Factor the integer 16254399361 (89137 * 182353).

quit

Problem 9.

Compute a sparse series to order x^64
taylor(sin(x^5-3*x^8+7*x^29+13*x^59),x,64);

quit

Problem 10.
# Compute and print the f and g series to order 16.
# f and g series to order N
# m=mu  s=sigma   e=eps
printlevel:=+1;
N := 16;
f := 1; g := 0;
print(f0=f); print(g0=g);
u := -3*m*s; v := e-2*s^2; w := -s*m-2*s*e;
for n to N do
   expand(u*diff(f,m)+v*diff(f,s)+w*diff(f,e)-m*g);
   g := expand(u*diff(g,m)+v*diff(g,s)+w*diff(g,e)+f);
f := "=";
   print(f.n=f); print(g.n=g)
od;
quit

Problem 11.
# An indefinite summation
sum(i^12,i=0..n-1);
quit

Problem 12.
# Find an indefinite integral
int(x^30*exp(x),x);
quit

Problem 13.
expand( (a+b+c+d+e+f+g+h) ^ 4);
quit

Problem 14.
f := proc(n) if n=0 then 1 else f(n-1) fi end;
f(100);
quit

Problem 15.
SIGSAM Problem #3: Reversion of a double series, solved to order 4 by Hall's second method.

N is the maximum order

printlevel := -1;
N := 4;
v0 := 1; vg0 := 1;
for n to N do
  v.n := 0; vg.n := 0;
  for k to n do
    for s from 0 to k do
      \[+f[k-s,s]*x^s*y^{(k-s)}*subs(g=bg*s+2^*(k-s),vg.(n-k))\]
    od
  od
  for i to n do
    \[+((g+1)^*i-n)*v.i*vg.(n-i)\]
  od
  vg.n := "/n;
  c.n := map(taylor,taylor(expand(subs(g=-2*b,vg.n)),y,n),x,n);
  print(evaln(c.n)==c.n)
od
quit